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WELCOME
Dear Gryphon School Community,
As i write the school is just finishing its
second day after closing due to Covid19. For
the vast majority of students the school year
ended incredibly abruptly and we now face a
period of huge uncertainty. The hearts of the
whole community go out in particular to
those students in Y11 and Y13 who did not
get the chance to experience some of those
important “rites of passage”. We do intend to
offer the chance to say a proper “goodbye”
to these year groups once the restrictions on
gatherings are lifted.

Harry potter night

This newsletter is somewhat smaller than
usual since the term was also affected by the
storms which disrupted many school
activities and trips such as the Year 10 visit
to Berlin. However we do still have lots to
celebrate and i hope that you enjoy reading
about all the happy memories of Spring
2020!
Sending you all my thoughts and prayers as
together we face the challenges of the
months ahead. Our staff will be staying in
touch with students and families – even
though we may not be together on The
Gryphon School site. We look forward to the
time when school begins again.

nicki Edwards - Headteacher

podcast
Mrs Wilsher (History) and Miss Wilsher (Music) have
devised a clever plan against C-Who-Must-not-benamed (Covd-19!). We are releasing a bi-weekly
podcast on a Monday and Thursday to celebrate all
things Gryphon and keep the students and staff
informed, interested and positive!
Based on Potterwatch from the ‘Deathly Hallows’
book, GryphonWatch is filled with educational
snippets such as subject special, This week in history,
student and staff shoutouts and the Gryphon Ministry
of Groove. You can find the link in My Files > iLearn >
Gryphon podcast and on the Gryphon School social
media pages. Enjoy!

Following feedback from parents, we
have been looking once again at the
uniform and have now come up with
three local stockists as well as shops
listed below where uniform can be
purchased.

Straight/
back
split skirt
black

Flat front/full
pleated skirt - black

Girls
bootleg
trousers

Students at The Gryphon School were
wowed in February as they took part in
Bloomsbury’s annual Harry potter Book
night. Staff laid on a variety of lessons
based on the Harry potter books, with
everyone dressing up in magical
costumes, and being sorted into
Hogwarts houses.
Students made their own Marauder’s
Maps of the school in Geography, before
heading to the Catering department to
make owl cupcakes and guess the
flavours of ‘Bertie Botts Every Flavour
popcorn’. They then had lots of fun
creating their own wands in the Design
Technology department, before
returning to the LrC for a Harry potter
quiz, where some students showed off

Girls slim
fit
trousers

their encyclopaedic knowledge of the
book series! They also had the chance to
experiment with an invisibility cloak,
using green-screen technology and an
app.
This event has been running for over six
years now and is always packed with
eager students. LrC Manager Mrs
Hoskins said “Both students and staff
had a fantastic night, celebrating all
things Harry potter. These books are firm
favourites and we want to encourage a
love of reading for all our students. The
creativity and imagination that staff put
into these lessons is amazing, and we
can’t wait to see what they come up with
next year!”

Boys
Slim
fit
trousers

Boys
Flat
trousers

Local Stockists:
Sherborne: Sporting Classics in Cheap
Street & KiTZ UK
Yeovil: Southwest School Wear
[previously Schoolwear and more]
Alternatively, stores such as M&S, John
Lewis, Tesco’s and ASDA hold certain
school uniform items that are of the same
styles as those above. Uniform is to be
appropriate school wear and not from
fashion stores and trousers need to be
shoe length [girls] rather than ankle
length. For our sweatshirts, polo shirts
and pE rugby top, the listed ‘stockists’
above will be able to provide these items
for you.

3.
Gryphon students
celebrate Dance Live success!
On Friday 14th February, 90 students from The Gryphon competed in the dance and drama
competition ‘Dance Live’. Dance Live is a new event, which fuses dance and theatre with all
aspects of digital technology. The event challenges schools to embrace today’s digital culture
by creating a performance piece, which is largely dance-based. Dance Live wanted schools to
be highly creative, developing an original piece of work using video and sound on a large LED
screen.
The competition saw 8 schools from across the South of England showcase a 7-minute
performance on their chosen theme at The portsmouth Guildhall in portsmouth. Our piece
was titled ‘A Chance of Survival’ and explored the true story of the astonishing expedition of
Joe Simpson and Simon Yates as they attempted to climb the Siula Grande, peru in 1985.
Disaster strikes when a perilous storm leaves Joe hanging from a treacherous drop tethered
to Simon. Simon is faced with a brutal decision. Will he stay attached and freeze to death or
cut the rope?
The whole production was led by four students: Amber W, Maizie W, naina S-S and paris G,
who choreographed the performance, ran rehearsals, created ideas for set and costume as
well as selecting the soundtrack. Additionally, the school’s 2-minute ‘Journey to Dance Live’
video and LED Screen projection was created by Amber W and Zoe S, two Year 12 students,
who created a highly professional and stunning visual element to the performance. Their
impressive work was recognised by the Dance Live judges who awarded the school the
prestigious ‘Journey to Dance Live Video Award’ beating all other schools.
The Gryphon Dance Live team delivered an outstanding performance and were awarded 2nd
place overall, meaning they qualify for the finals.
Miss Young said “We are so proud of the work that the students have put into this; the
performance was exceptional and really showcased the effort and commitment of the team”

Explorer
inspires Gryphon
students
Students at The Gryphon School were left
inspired after a visit by adventurer Jason
Lewis. Jason, who is from Bridport, is an
award-winning author, explorer, and
sustainability advocate. He is recognized by
Guinness World records as the first person
to circumnavigate the Earth by human
power—without using motors or sails. He
walked, cycled, and inline skated five
continents, and kayaked, swam, rowed, and
pedalled a boat across the rivers, seas, and
oceans. it took him thirteen years to
complete the epic 46,505-mile journey.
Jason visited The Gryphon and talked to
students about his journey, and his new
young adult book trilogy, which documents
his adventures. During the evening, he also
gave a talk, in conjunction with Sherborne
Literary Festival, to 100 members of the
public – with proceeds from the event going
towards funding The Gryphon’s Duke of
Edinburgh scheme.
Julie Hoskins, LrC Manager at The Gryphon
School said “it was incredibly inspiring to
have Jason visit the school and we are very
grateful to Sherborne Literary Festival who
funded the event. Jason’s passion for
environmental issues really resonated with
the students, and they were fascinated to
hear about his future plans to navigate
around the British coastline in May”.

World Book Day

Sport
Hockey
Year 7 Hockey Finals:
Year 7 Hockey players proved to be a force to
be reckoned with in their ﬁrst competitive
season at the Gryphon. Successive wins
against Westﬁeld, Holyrood and Bucklers
Mead gained them a place in the Schools
Games ﬁnals. not only is achieving a place at
the county ﬁnals an outstanding achievement
in itself but these girls were the ﬁrst team to
represent Gryphon at that level of
competition. The team travelled to Milﬁeld
for the big event and started brilliantly
coming second in their group after a gripping
top of the table clash against The Castle
School. A narrow semi-ﬁnal 2-1 defeat
secured them a place in the 3/4th play-oﬀ
where they showcased some outstanding
attacking play to hold Heathﬁeld School to a
4-0 win.
Quick Sticks:
The Year 8 girls and Year 7 boys recently took
part in the north Dorset Quick sticks Hockey
event. This is an adapted version of the full
game of hockey which allows pupils to play
quick games on smaller sized pitches. Both
the boy’s team and the girl’s team were
brilliant at the north Dorset event and
showed great composure and conﬁdence on
the ball. The girls narrowly lost out and came
second overall, and the Year 7 boys, playing
up an age group ended up winning the event
with a fantastic display of skill and tactical
mastery
Sixth Form Hockey:
The girls have come up against some tough
competition in the form of Gillingham this
year, with a lot of club players to contend
against. However, the Gryphon team set an
amazing example of team work and
resilience in both games making it an even
contest and narrowly missing out on a win.
Well done to all girls who were involved as

for some of them it was their ﬁrst time
playing competitively. Special mention to
Hannah roberts for an outstanding bottom
corner goal to make it a draw in the ﬁnal
game. We will get them next year!

Netball
Year 7:
The Year 7 netball team have gone from
strength to strength this year with lots of
girls training every week and playing in a
range of matches. The girls have worked
tirelessly on improving their footwork and
ball placement, which has helped them to
gain a place in the ﬁnals. We wish the girls
good luck going forward to their ﬁrst netball
ﬁnals at The Gryphon School.
Year 8:
With so many enthusiastic girls turning up to
training this year it has been great to get as
many people playing for the school as
possible. The weather and trips have not
been kind with rearranged games, however
the girls have won 1, drew 1 and lost 2
coming into their last league game next week
and will be on top form for the south west
tournament happening on the 26th March. A
special well done to those few girls who have
stepped up and captained the side this term
already!
Year 9:
We have had a huge number of students
attending netball practice this term and it has
been enjoyable watching the girls improve
on their skills. The netball teams have had a
large rotation to allow all students to play in
the games and the girls have worked
incredibly hard as a team to gain successful
results! After winning the majority of our
games, we have qualiﬁed for the ﬁnals on
Wednesday 18th March. players of the year:
neve M and Beth H.

Year 10:
As always netball in Year 10 has proven as
popular as ever. This has been fantastic to
see, with lots of improvement in their play
and lots of matches being played. So far, the
girls have had brilliant wins over Westﬁeld,
preston and Sexeys, and games to come
against park and Huish in the next week to
hopefully qualify for the league ﬁnals.

consistency deﬁnitely paid oﬀ. Going into the
ﬁnal round of games we were ahead of the
other schools by 1 point and it was a ﬁtting
way for the Year 11 team to play their last
ever tournament, securing the points and
bringing home the overall winners shield. A
great overall school team eﬀort by each age
group and fantastic to see so many pupils
taking part.

Year 11:
The Year 11 netball team has once again
shown that it is a strong opposition and very
talented in both attack and defence. The new
team members were a great addition at the
annual netball ﬁnals with the team ﬁnishing
2nd overall. players of the year: Katie C and
Sophie B.

Year 7:
There is a real buzz in Year 7 at the moment
surrounding football as so many boys want to
be involved in representing the team. in light
of this we have entered more tournaments
than ever before and also put on more
friendly ﬁxtures to engage as many as
possible. The quality of the football on show
by the players is of the highest calibre and
they are getting better week in week out.
With players battling it out to get in the 1st
team, ever performance is vital! The boys
have been brilliant and shown great
teamwork and determination regardless of
who they face. A host of wins have come
through with players ﬁnding their position
and developing their skills each week.

Sixth Form:
The Sixth Form netball team have had
another run of fantastic results since their
fantastic performance in the Dorset school
competition. They have had convincing wins
over Yeovil College and Gillingham, and have
a run of games in the weeks leading up to
Easter against Sexeys, Gillingham, Thomas
Hardye and Huish. The girls are playing with
real determination and resilience, and are
using the experience to help with their A
Level sport studies work.

Football
Gillingham Astro Tournament:
A regular event in the calendar and one that
is always highly anticipated by both staﬀ and
students alike, the annual astro football
tournaments at Gillingham School involve
Years 7-11 battling it out in small sided
games against other schools in the north
Dorset area. Each week teams compete to
reach the semi-ﬁnals stages after an initial
group stage. A 1st/2nd playoﬀ and 3rd/4th
playoﬀ then follows. With each year group
ﬁnishing in the top 3 or 4 each week,

Year 8:
The Year 8 team have played some brilliant
football over the last few weeks, beating a
well organised Blandford team 2-1 in their
most recent ﬁxture. They have tough games
against Gillingham and Huish coming up but
the boys are conﬁdent they can continue
their winning run.
Year 9:
Our ﬁrst 11-a-side ﬁxtures came against
Blandford and Gillingham, and once again we
looked strong and organised at the back, and
dangerous every time we went forward. After
going a goal down against Blandford, the
boys rallied to record an impressive 4-1 win,
and a Jack B hat trick, helped by a dominant
Dominic H performance, sealing a

comprehensive away win against Gillingham.
Several performances need to be mentioned,
including the always threatening attacking
triumvirate of Billy C, Dan Y and Dan p, and
the rock-solid central defensive partnership
of Ollie S and Jacob W.
Year 10:
The Year 10 footballers have once again
proven their worth against local schools. A
solid unit of players has emerged and they
all work tirelessly on the pitch to overcome
the opposition. With players showing real
quality on the ball and working hard oﬀ the
ball, the players are a diﬃcult team to beat
and they can play some magic stuﬀ when
they are on form.
Year 11:
After their brilliant run in the national Cup,
reaching the last 32, the Year 11 boys
narrowly lost to a strong Colfox side in the
quarter ﬁnals of the County Cup. They now
look ahead to various friendly ﬁxtures
against local schools, including Sherborne
Boys where they enjoyed a 7-1 win last year.
The commitment from the boys has been
astonishing, with over 40 diﬀerent players
representing the school in a range of cup
games and tournaments throughout the year.
Sixth Form:
The Sixth Form football team have had a very
successful year, with a variety of Year 12 and
13 players representing the school. The team
have had a number of friendly matches,
including a comprehensive 9-1 win over
Kingston Maurward. They have also beat
Huish Episcopi and Gillingham School. in
terms of cup competitions, we unfortunately
lost to Bournemouth School, 3-2, in the
County Cup. The boys have been brilliant this
year and have been a credit to the school.

Girls Football
Just like every term, our female footballers
have been superb over the last few months.
The U13 girls won the north Dorset School
Games and will now go to the county ﬁnals,
hoping to retain the title from last year! The
U15 girls have had huge success and are in
the semi-ﬁnals of the county cup against
Budmouth; an extremely tight 1-0 win
against QE in the quarter ﬁnal was a
particular highlight. After losing out in the
national cup to a very strong Millﬁeld side,
the U18 girls have bounced back brilliantly
winning 3 games in a row.

Basketball
This term has seen our Gryphon team play
away on many ﬁxtures, Gillingham,
Sherborne international, and Yeovil college
to name a few. The team has gone from
strength to strength with a core defence
holding things together throughout the
season, with Jack F and Captain Tim D
controlling the court it has been a fantastic
partnership. With highlight plays from our
point guard and shooting guard (Dan M /
Lucas O) they have lit up the scoreboard
more than once… with a memorable bucket
from Lucas – a buzzer beater run from end to
end beating three players to ﬁnish oﬀ with
an unbelievable hook shot! To back to back
threes from Dan M.
The Sixth Form team would not exist without
the continuous eﬀort and participation from
all its players, a special mention for
continuous development and dedication
goes to Tristram S, Aran W and Chester S who
without, this team would not exist – well
done boys!
Up and coming – Year 10 have taken to
basketball in their droves this season, with a
handful of games under their belts already
and one to come at Wincanton Wizards, this

new squad are deﬁnitely something to look
out for! players to keep an eye on are:
Smooth shooting Christian r, ankle breaker
Kevin F, and ground control Ben O… Must be
something in the water – Larger than life Zac
p, Josh F-B and Vince M.
if you are interested in playing please speak
to Mr Coelho, training is on Tuesday 3:45 –
5:00

Cross Country
Bryanston Cross Country:
The Year 7 and 8’s have out done themselves
this year with some many students wanting
to represent the school. We entered both the
individual and team relay events and
performed outstandingly against a wide
range of state and public schools. Special
mentions go to ruby W for placing in the top
twelve in the county, Will S for his amazing
leadership in the warm ups and Kyle W who
picked up an injury en route but his
resilience would not stop him from ﬁnishing
the race! With this talent in the lower years,
the future looks bright for cross country
running and we are looking to put a lunch
time club in place to train these hopefuls
next year.

Dodgeball
The Under 13 and Under 15 north Dorset
Dodgeball inclusion event involved players
in Year 8 and Year 10 who have never
represented the school in sport before. The
excitement on the way to the competition
was immense and all the boys involved
relished the opportunity to play. The Year 8’s
were brilliant and played with energy and
enthusiasm for each and every match. They
came 3rd overall and will remember the
experience for years to come. The Year 10
team proved too much to contend with as
they dominated the opposition in each and
every match. With great power and precision

they remained unbeaten and brought home
the trophy and a real sense of pride of what
they had achieved.

Handball
After only a couple of training sessions, the
U13 boys performed superbly at the north
Dorset Handball event, beating experienced
Shaftesbury and Gillingham teams to win the
whole tournament! They will now go on to
represent north Dorset at the County Finals
on the 1st of April. Special mention must also
go to the U13 girls, the U15 girls and the U15
boys who were also brilliant, all coming
second and narrowly missing out on the
county ﬁnals!

Boxing
Well done to ruby W – she travelled to
Sweden for an international boxing
competition. She was boxing against girls
twice her height and 2-3kgs heavier than her
but she still won both matches! not only this,
she has been identiﬁed as the best boxer in
the competition, as well as the best prospect
boxer out of 300 girls from around the globe!
Congratulations to ruby on this fantastic
achievement!

Sports Leaders
The Level 1 and 2 Sports Leaders have been
super busy completing paperwork, learning
new leadership skills and putting these into
action at our primary School Tournaments.
They are currently planning for our annual
Sports Leader Festival where all students will
lead for 30 minutes in a sport of their choice
before oﬃciating a tournament. Miss
Williams and Mr Burleigh have been super
impressed with the leaders this year,
especially with their commitment to the
course.

6.
DofE
The Covid-19 outbreak will see some interruption to DofE but we will work to minimise the
impact. The following is not official guidance, but should allow us to continue on your DofE
journey if you are self-isolating or as the school is now closed. These suggestions require you
or your parents to communicate with the assessor before you implement any changes to your
activity. now is a good time to have the discussion.
Firstly you could take a break during any self-isolation period, especially if you are feeling
unwell, and start again once you are back. This should be recorded in edofE in ‘text’ or on the
‘Form 3’. But this might be some time so here is the second option:
VOLUnTEErinG – is there anything you could do at home to support your charity? Could you
create resources for the Brownies, write letters to old people or set up a blog encouraging your
cubs to complete a badge whilst they are at home.
pHYSiCAL – as we have been told do some exercise (once a day, ensuring a safe distance from
others) could you record your 20 minute walks on three days each week sending your files to
your assessor Or can you practice your sport in your garden. Videos are evidence.
SKiLLS – many of you will be able to continue playing instruments at home whilst music
lessons stop. You just need to do an hour a week and record it on Form 3. Why not set a piece
of music you want to play, record as a Mp3 file when ready and send it to your assessor as
proof. One of the students helping at the War Gaming Club is planning to take home some
figures to paint – when he brings them back painted we can sign him off. So come on let’s get
creative – think of a solution, discuss it with your parents and then suggest it to your assessor!
BUT don’t put yourselves at risk - but it might fill your time at home to do something towards
DofE sections.

Year 10 Challenge plus Trip
to Exeter College, Oxford
On Tuesday 10th March we went to The
University of Oxford on a visit to Exeter
College. Whilst there we attended
lectures to give us an idea of what life at
university is like.
The trip gave us a fantastic insight into
the opportunities that await us after sixth
form. We saw the radcliffe Camera and
had lunch in Exeter’s dining hall. The
buildings were incredible pieces of
architecture that have inspired many
important people in the past and possibly
in the future will inspire us. The speakers
gave impressive lectures on philosophy,

ethics, science of happiness and
Shakespeare’s four humours. During the
debate, Henrietta L spoke in front of the
entire congregation, representing the
school. She was calm and composed and
gave a strong argument! Highly
impressive, considering the conference
was aimed at Year 10-13 students who
are all highly able. Overall it was an
amazing experience that helped to give
us an idea of what further education
would be like.
Thanks Miss Upton!
By Amelie M and Henrietta L

rotary Young Leaders
Over the Feb half term four students from the Gryphon School attended the rotary
Young Leader's Award in a training centre on Dartmoor. Each year Sherborne rotary
Club fund two or three places on the Award but this year the Gryphon School was
offered an extra place due to a last minute cancellation. The students do a number of
fun activities that put them outside their comfort zone but everyone fully enjoys
themselves.

Dorset Young inspectors

Cheddar Gorge
The Gryphon School took 11 teams on a map
reading training day around Cheddar Gorge.
The location is chosen as it is a spectacular
natural place with amazing views over the
Somerset levels in the South and to the north,
the Severn Estuary. Sadly the views only
revealed themselves briefly on the day! The
students were brilliant, wading through

ankle-deep mud and a little rain. As school
closes students need to work out solutions
with their assessor or ways they can continue
whilst isolated at home. normal services will
resume when school starts again and
everyone will pass i’m sure!
Mr Cooke

Dorset Young inspectors are a group of
young people between the ages of 11-19,
with two Year 8 Gryphon students as
members. The group is tasked with
inspecting a service for young people and
this year we looked at primary Care which
includes Gp`s, A&E, dentists and 111. We
got to inspect doctors surgeries and made
mystery phone calls, where the
receptionists didn’t know they were
being inspected. We found that whilst
there are lots of opportunities or
activities for adults and children aged 0-6
there is nothing for the age range in
between to do while waiting, or as a
prescribed activity like running clubs. We
also found that young people cannot
book their own appointments until the
age of 16 without their parents’ or

guardians’ permission. This could be a
problem if they don’t want them to know
about it. it is also really hard for young
people to get appointments that are after
school or at weekends as some schools
won’t let young people off school for an
appointment without a note from a
doctor, which they rarely do. This project
has already prompted some surgeries to
put up notices with things directed more
at young people. While learning new
skills (like interviewing and how to make
good decisions) we also made some great
friends and get to do an activity of our
choice at the end as a reward. This year
we chose Laser Quest.

by Ella W-M, Year 8

ECO CLUB at The Gryphon School
We run a weekly Eco Club for young people aged 11 - 18 years at the Gryphon School. This is a
popular club for young people who care about, and want to improve our environment, both in school
and within the local community. We aim to raise awareness about environmental issues and make a
positive contribution to the environment. We run a range of activities with our young people, such as
planting flowers, litter picking, promoting a successful recycling scheme in school and supporting the
use of re-fillable water bottles, thus reducing the use of single use plastics. We are currently working
with Operation Future Hope developing a re-wilding scheme. The group supports and promotes green
initiatives within school and the wider community.
The group needs to buy seeds, plants and flowers for our re-wildling scheme, and we were delighted
to feature as one of the Waitrose Community Fund chosen projects for March – thank you to everyone
who put their green tokens in our box!

plastic-free March
This March saw The Gryphon canteen
stop selling drinks in plastic bottles for
the whole month. We are aiming to
reduce plastic use within our school,
as plastic not only pollutes the
environment it also requires large
amounts of energy and water to
dispose of. recycling is not a realistic
solution, and getting rid of plastic is an
important environmental goal.
We advise students to bring a reusable
bottle from home instead, this can be
refilled at school. Students can also
use the yellow plastic cups in the
canteen and make use of the drinking
fountains located in foyers.
Furthermore, there are reusable
Gryphon School Bottles for sale in the
canteen (£2).

Upcycling T-Shirts
During Eco Club Clara and i made a
bag. But not just any old bag, an
upcycled bag made out of an old tshirt. Even better no sewing
whatsoever! it was simply cut, cut, cut
and tie. it can be made in under half an
hour and it means your favourite tshirt can never be lost. You can keep
using it until it wears out. it’s a great
way to reuse and recycle your old top
and you get a new bag into the
bargain.
By Bea G, Year 8

Tree planting
Students from our Eco Club, with support from Operation Future Hope, helped to plant over 250 trees and saplings this
term, which will help to form a new hedgerow. Students planted hawthorn, elder trees, dog rose trees, crab apple and
blackthorn trees, as well as hazel and rowan tree saplings in the upper area of the school sports field. The students helped to
make a wonderful contribution to the future environment of the school grounds and we hope the trees will be enjoyed for many
years to come and will encourage a range of wildlife into the area. Hedgerows are vital for the survival of many species as 80 % of
woodland birds, 50% of mammals and 30% of butterflies rely on hedgerows for their habitat and protection. Students Lily, Verity
and Jacob said “Tree planting does not only help the environment, it also provides an incentive for active participation amongst
the student body. This creates a catalyst for young people to take action in their communities and unite behind a common cause.
Climate change will have a devastating impact on our generation, and tree planting is a way for students to feel they are making a
difference. Activities like this help young people cultivate an interest in the current state of our climate, determining their
attitudes and actions for the rest of their lives. rewilding our site and improving the air quality on the school grounds has been an
aim of Eco Club this year and this project takes us one step closer to achieving this aspiration”. in the future, we hope to plant a
wonderful wild flower meadow and a small native woodland in the top field area of the school, to further attract a diversity of
species and wildlife. The Eco club is open to all students at the Gryphon and currently runs on a Tuesday lunchtime in the rE area.

7.
School to become
‘no-idling’ zone
for health and
environmental
reasons
The Gryphon School has now become a
zone that actively discourages vehicleusers from leaving their engines running
unnecessarily when stationary in the
school car park and wider area. Eco Club
students are taking this positive action
with support from Headteacher, nicki
Edwards. The Eco Club runs student-led
initiatives to improve the sustainability
of The Gryphon School. Taking this action
as a school community will reduce our
carbon footprint, and will safeguard
students from breathing in the
dangerous fumes produced by vehicles
leaving their engines running whilst
stationary.
The Gryphon School prioritises the
health and well-being of young people
and providing safe and clean air for
children is vital in terms of the health
and safety of all students. This action is
supported in the guidelines set out by
public Health England, who endorse
‘anti-idling zones’. The nHS cites
respiratory illnesses as the third biggest
cause of death in England; this figure is
exacerbated by the increasing
concentration of pollutants in our air
supply such as carbon monoxide and
nitrous oxides, produced from car
exhausts. please keep an eye out for
updates on our exciting new policy,
which will protect young lungs and raise
awareness of our responsibility as a
community to reduce the rate of climate
change.
Ollie p and Jonah H, Year 12
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Sixth Form

Dissection Day

Enrichment

This term 12 Gryphon Sixth Form students took part in the
event at Sherborne Girls’ School called ‘Operating Live’. This
was an amazing opportunity to gain hands on experience of
animal dissection in the set-up of surgical preparation.

Every Wednesday afternoon, Year 12 students continue to
enjoy the chance to take part in activities completely
separate from their studies, with the aim of allowing them to
become a more rounded person, full of differing
experiences. This term, students have relished the
opportunity to take part in projects such as completing art
murals, learning the basics of photography, completing a
certified First Aid course, and reading to Sherborne primary
School pupils. During the year they have also had the chance
to experience the workings of Abbey FM radio station, as
well as participating in several sporting and musical
activities. next term we hope to offer a digital drawing
option, again providing something completely fresh for
students to experience and appreciate. it has been a real
pleasure to observe students’ enjoyment of these activities.

We were given scrubs as we entered, complete with a
facemask and hair cover, to prevent any infection from
pathogens that could be involved in the dissection. Our first
activity was to communicate with our ‘patient’ (a plastic doll
previously given a diagnosis as shown by their folder
besides them). We had to read their diagnosis and
understand their reason for surgery before prepping them
with an anti-septic solution and draping them with surgical
towels. This had to be done very carefully as we had to try
our best to avoid contamination which could be lifethreatening for the patient. The next thing we had to do was
to put our patient into an unconscious state by making up a
propofol anaesthetic solution with precise measurements
based on the patient’s weight. We then had to use a cannula
to deliver the anaesthetic into the patient’s blood stream.
Once this was complete, we all sat down and studied the
theory of different anaesthetics and their uses such as the
difference between general anaesthetic and local
anaesthetic.
The next section was based around the brain, we first looked
at the theory of the different parts of the brain where we
learnt lots of new information such as that your brain is
covered by the dura mater which is a membrane that is
involved in carrying blood from the brain towards the heart.
Our practical dissection for this involved scooping the brain
out of half a pig’s head and then looking closely at the
different sections. Once the brain was out, we flipped the
pig’s head over to extract its eye. Taking the eye out required
a lot of effort as there were so many muscles to cut through
including the main optic nerve. However, we managed to get
it out in the end and were the first group to do so!
After our lunch break, we started part three of the day, which
was focussed on the heart and lungs. After solidifying our
knowledge of the heart and lungs, we dissected a fully intact
respiratory system with heart and liver attached. Firstly, we
had to place a tube down the trachea into the lungs and a
bicycle pump was attached and pumped to see how the
lungs expand during the respiratory process. We then cut
down through the trachea and into the bronchi to look at
different aspects such as the cartilage rings. next we cut
through the lungs to look at all the blood vessels and alveoli.
After looking at the lungs, we moved onto the heart, which
we were told to cut across horizontally making roughly 1cm
sections which we then laid out next to each other to make
comparison of different sections easier. This technique of
dissecting the heart was completely different to what we
had done before which made it really exciting and allowed
us to visually compare the thickness of the ventricular
muscles on each side of the heart.
Overall, the day was amazing and very enjoyable! it was such
a great experience and the leaders were so enthusiastic and
helpful. i would love to pursue a medical career so for
anyone thinking similarly i would highly recommend taking
part if offered the opportunity as it was such an interesting
day!

pSHrE
in the Year 12 students’ most recent pSHrE session, we were
lucky enough to host penny, Geoff and philip from
Sherborne Area refugee Support (SHArES), to enlighten
students on the current plight of huge numbers of people in
many parts of the world, and to display the wonderful work
the SHArES team do to assist with refugee families living in
the local area. i am very pleased to report that several of our
students have already signed up to volunteer for this
wonderful cause that makes such a difference to those in
need.

University offers
University offers have been flooding in left, right and
centre for our Year 13 students for their next steps.
Students have been really successful over a range of
fields from Acting to Zoology. Eleven students have been
offered courses in Engineering which is amazing
considering the difficulty in obtaining places on these
competitive courses. Oskar M has been offered a place at
St. John’s College, Cambridge to study Medieval and
Modern Languages, and Hetty r has been offered a place
at Wadham College, Oxford University to study Classics.
Amelia K has received offers to study Veterinary
Medicine, and Hannah S and Flora H have received offers
to study Medicine. These are fantastic achievements and
the students deserve every credit for their hardwork and
persistence. There are still a few offers to come in as
well. The whole cohort of Year 13 and a lot of students
from previous years, who have now applied to university
are in a really strong position to excel in the next stage of
their education…. just the small task of their A levels to
navigate first!

Alumni
My name is Lauren Chick and i am an electrical
engineering apprentice at Leonardo Helicopters. i left
The Gryphon School in 2017 and came straight into the
company as a craft electrical apprentice. When i was at
school i studied all of the usual subjects like English,
Maths and Triple Science but i also took resistant
Materials, Drama, Catering, History, French and rE. My
favourite subjects were Catering, History and resistant
Materials. This is probably because some of them are
very practical and i usually got something nice to eat on
the bus at the end of the day! it was always fun to have
lessons that got me out of the normal classroom
environment and i had some free reign over what i was
doing. History was also a favourite because i found it
interesting to learn about so many different things that
had happened and why they had happened, plus the
impact on shaping the world today. As much as i liked
practical lessons i still had to listen in the normal ones
too. Getting the right grades in English, Maths and
Science was really important because it is what helped
me get my job because i couldn’t get in without them.
This was an interesting challenge because i struggled
with Maths throughout my school life and only took
Foundation Maths at GCSE - this meant i had to get the
highest grade possible in my exam to get my job.
One of my favourite things about school was actually the
layout because it was so big and open and had plenty of
places to meet with my friends at break time. i also
enjoyed being able to wander down to the shops with my
friend and sit on the field in summer and have breaks
and lunches sat outside in actual nice weather. My final
favourite thing was the uniform because it was really
simple and easy. i know no one likes a school uniform but
being able to yank on a polo shirt in the morning was
always nicer than buttoning up a shirt, nearly strangling
myself with a tie and then having to fit it all under a cold
stiff blazer. One of the memories i will never forget from
school was being late to a lessons and having to run up
the Quad 2 stairs, tripping, falling up the stairs and
landing straight on my front at Mrs peacocks feet. i had
bruises on my legs, chin and a bleeding elbow. i was
never late to a lesson again. The final thing that i liked
about the school was the blueroom and the staff network
that helped people every day. The staff were always
there when i needed them and i could talk to them about
anything.
i am currently in my 3rd year of a 4 year apprenticeship
learning how to be an aircraft electrical engineer. i went
to college all year in my first year and now i’m on site at
Leonardo Helicopters. i have worked in our Electrical
Manufacturing Centre, on our Wildcat line and on our
Merlin and AW101 lines too. i will move placements
every few months - including working at Yeovilton air
base on live aircraft - for all of my apprenticeship until i
finish my time and choose where i would like to work. i
also do a lot of outreach work with the company, for
example going to schools and colleges and taking work
experience groups to show people what it is like to work
here.
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